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The future of nanotechnology rests upon approaches to making new, useful nanomaterials and testing
them in complex systems. However, precise and trusting nanoparticle formation can only be promised
after their thorough characterization. Here some of the basic physical and biophysical techniques are
briefed which will be central to nanoparticles research.

1. X-ray Diffraction

The genesis of XRD can be traced to the suggestion of Max von Laue in 1912 that a crystal can be
considered as a three-dimensional diffraction grating. It is generally used for qualitative analysis.X-ray
diffraction (XRD) method is the most basic method for characterizing the crystal structures. X-rays
corresponds to electromagnetic radiation in the wavelength range of 1 Å. The wavelength range is below
that of ultraviolet light and above that of gamma rays.

X-rays are generally produced when electrons of several thousands of electron volts are decelerated or
stopped by metals. This will produce a white radiation up to a threshold frequency corresponding to the
kinetic energy of the particle. This threshold corresponds to a wavelength (in angstroms)
 = 12399/V
Where,V-accelerating voltage of the electrons.
When electrons fall on matter with high energy, electrons can be ejected from various energy levels.
Electron ejection from the core orbital is also accompanied by the emission of characteristic X-rays.
(Fig.1)

Figure 1- Electron beam
m induced proocesses in thee sample

XRD metthod is based
d on the meassurements of X-ray intensiities scatteredd by the statiistically distriibuted
electrons belonging to
o the atoms in the materiaal. Since the most stable structure of a pure materrial is
crystal, where
w
the atom
ms are period
dically arrang
ged, the patteern of the poositions and iintensities of XRD
peaks can
n be uniquely assigned to the
t material. Therefore,
T
XR
RD measurem
ment is imporrtant to identify the
main com
mponent of maaterials. The diffraction an
ngle 2, the iinterplanar diistance d and X-ray wavellength
are conn
nected with eaach other by the
t Bragg’s laaw

n=2dsin
n

y diffraction experiment requires the following: a radiation, a sample and a detector foor the
The X-ray
reflected radiation.
r
In each
e
of these cases, there can
c be severall variations.
In the Debye-Scherrer method of diffraction,
d
wee use a monoochromatic X
X-ray and a poowder samplee with
e
to thee radiation.
every possible set of laattice planes exposed
odern diffracttion method called diffracctometry, a cconvergent beeam strikes thhe sample annd the
In the mo
intensity as a function
n of diffraction angle is measured.
m
Thhe position oof the diffracction peak annd the
a this point are
a the two facctors used in the determinaation. Both thhese can be m
measured accuurately
intensity at
and comp
pared with stan
ndards in the literature.
The particcle size is obtained as broaadening of thee diffracted linnes and is givven by the Schherrer formulla,
t = 0.9  / (Bcos))

Where t -thickness of the crystallitee in (angstrom
ms)

--Bragg’s anglle.
B –peak broadening; full wiidth at intensiity half maxim
ma
The width
h of the diffraaction curve (B
B) (Fig.2) inccreases as thee thickness off the crystal deecreases.

Figure 2- Effect of parrticle size on diffraction ccurves
Thus, info
ormation obtaained from XR
RD can be used to determiine the crystall structure of the sample.

2. Microsscopy

2.1

ELECTRON
E
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n microscopy
y
Transmisssion electron

m
are diffferent from tthat of singlee crystalline m
material, due to the
The propeerties of polycrystalline material
grain bou
undaries and
d their non-p
periodic arraangements o f atoms TE
EM plays im
mportant rolees for
characteriization of graiin boundariess and assists the
t development of new poolycrystallinee materials. TE
EM is
an equipm
ment to let th
he incident electron beam to transmit a thin specim
men at high-accceleration vooltage
(80–3,000
0 kV) which results in gen
nerating sign
nals caused byy the interacttion between the specimeen and

incident electrons.
e
Stru
uctures, comp
positions and chemical bonnds of the speecimen can bbe determinedd from
these sign
nals. In generaal, there are th
hree types of transmitted eelectrons obseerved by TEM
M (Fig.3)-



Unscattered
U
ellectrons- are caused by in
ncident electrrons transmittted through the thin speccimen
without
w
any interaction
i
occcurring insiide the speciimen. Amouunt of unscatttered electroons is
in
nversely proportional to thee specimen th
hickness



Elastically
E
scattered electro
ons- are causeed by the inciident electronns that are scaattered by atooms in
th
he specimen without losin
ng energy. These
T
elasticaally scatteredd electrons fo
follow the Brragg’s
diiffraction law
w. All inciden
nt electrons haave the same energy and eenter the speccimen normall to its
su
urface. All eleectrons that are
a scattered by
b the same aatomic spacinng will be scaattered by the same
an
ngle. These “the
“
same an
ngle” scattereed electrons aare gathered by lens and form a patteern of
sp
pots; each sp
pot correspon
nding to a specific
s
atom
mic spacing. This diffraccted pattern yyields
in
nformation ab
bout the orieentation, atom
mic arrangem
ments and phhases presentt in the region of
in
nterest.



In
nelastically sccattered electtrons- are cau
used by the inncident electrrons that inteeract with atooms in
sp
pecimen with
h losing their energy.
e
Thesee provide twoo types of infoormation.
a. The in
nelastic loss of energy by
y the incidennt electrons, characteristicc of the elem
ments.
These energies are unique to eacch bonding sttate of each eelement and tthus can be ussed to
extractt both compositional and chemical
c
bondding informattion of the speecimen.
b. Another one is thee formation of
o bands withh alternating light and darrk lines, know
wn as
Kikuch
hi bands. Theese bands are also formed by inelastic sscattering inteeractions relaated to
the ato
omic spacing in the specim
men

Figure 3-- Interaction between inciident electro
on beam and specimen in case of TEM
M

There
T
are two main mechan
nisms of contrrast in an imaage. The transsmitted and sccattered beam
ms can
be recomb
bined at the image
i
plane, thus preserviing their ampplitudes and pphases. This rresults in the phase
contrast im
mage of the object.
o
An am
mplitude conttrast image caan be obtaineed by eliminaating the diffr
fracted
beams. Th
his is achieveed by placing
g suitable apeertures below
w the back focal plane of the objectivee lens.
This imag
ge is called th
he bright field
d image. The size of the oobjective aperrture should bbe small enouugh to
remove alll diffracted electron
e
beam
ms caused by the
t specimen One can alsoo exclude all oother beams eexcept
the particcular diffracteed beam of interest. Thee image usingg this is callled the darkk field imagee. The
advantagee of the dark
k-field imagiing method is
i its high-diiffraction conntrast. The ddark-field im
maging
techniquee is usually used for observ
ving grain sizee distributionss and dislocattions (Fig.4)

a) Bright
B
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b
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d

Figuree 4- Differentt modes of im
maging in TE
EM

2.2 Scann
ning electron
n microscopy-

Scanning electron micrroscope (SEM
M) uses a foccused beam off high-energyy electrons too generate a vvariety
of signalls at the surface
s
of solid
s
specim
mens. The ssignals that derive from
m electron-saample
interaction
ns reveal infformation abo
out the samp
ple includingg external m
morphology ((texture), cheemical
compositiion, and crysstalline struccture and oriientation of m
materials maaking up thee sample. In most
applicatio
ons, data are collected oveer a selected area of the ssurface of thhe sample, annd a 2-dimenssional
image is generated th
hat displays spatial variattions in thes e properties. The SEM iis also capabble of
performin
ng analyses of
o selected point
p
location
ns on the sam
mple; this appproach is esspecially useful in
qualitativeely or semii-quantitatively determiniing chemicaal compositioons (using E
Energy Dispeersive
analysis).
The interaactions exploiited for SEM analysis inclu
ude-



Secondary
S
eleectrons (that produce SEM
M images)- m
most valuablee for showingg morphologgy and
topography
t
on
n samples
 Backscattered
B
d electrons - illlustrating con
ntrasts in com
mposition in m
multiphase saamples
 Diffracted
D
backscattered electronse
are used to deteermine crystaal structures aand orientatioons of
minerals
m
SEM anallysis is considered to be "non-destructi
"
ive"; that is, x-rays generaated by electrron interactioons do
not lead to
o volume losss of the samplle, so it is posssible to analyyze the same materials reppeatedly.

Fig 5- Schematicc representattion of SEM

Essential components of
o all SEMs in
nclude the following (Fig. 5)-
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m
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m

o
o

Viibration-free floor
f
Ro
oom free of am
mbient magn
netic and electtric fields

Sample preparation for SEM is a crucial
c
task in
n particular ffor insulatingg samples. Moost electricallly
insulating
g samples aree coated with a thin layer of conductinng material, ccommonly caarbon, gold, oor
some otheer metal or allloy. The cho
oice of materiial for conducctive coatingss depends onn the data to bbe
acquired for
f eg.-carbon
n is most dessirable if elem
mental analys is is a prioritty, while metaal coatings arre
most effecctive for high
h resolution ellectron imagin
ng applicationns.

SEM find
ds use for variied application
ns some of th
hem are1.
2.
3.
4.

Routinely
R
used
d to generate high-resolutio
h
on images of shapes of objjects
To
T show spatiaal variations in
i chemical co
ompositions
To
T identify phaases based on
n qualitative chemical
c
anallysis and/or crrystalline struucture.
Prrecise measu
urement of very
v
small features
f
and objects dow
wn to 50 nm
m in size iss also
acccomplished using
u
the SEM
M.
SEM offers advanttage of wide applicability and rapid datta acquisitionn but suffers ffrom drawbaccks of
high vacuum
v
requiirement of thee order 10-5 - 10-6 torr.

2.3Atomiic force microscopy-

AFM provides a 3D profile
p
of the surface on a nanoscale, bby measuringg forces betw
ween a sharp probe
(<10 nm)) and surfacee at very sh
hort distance (0.2-10 nm,, probe-sampple separationn). The proobe is
supported
d on a flexiblee cantilever. The AFM tip
p “gently” touuches the surfface and records the small force
between the
t probe and the surface.

Fig 6. Block diagram of AFM
The probe is placed on the end of a cantilever (which one can think of as a spring). The
amount of force between the probe and is dependent on the spring constant (stiffness of the cantilever and
the distance between the probe and the sample surface. This force can be described using Hooke’s Law:
ample)
F=-k·x
F = Force
k = spring constant
x = cantilever deflection

If the spring constant of cantilever (typically ~ 0.1-1 N/m) is less than surface, the cantilever bends and
deflection is monitored. Probes are typically made from Si3N4, or Si. Different cantilever lengths,
materials, and shapes allow for varied spring constants and resonant frequencies. The motion of the probe
across the surface is controlled using feedback loop and piezoelectronic scanners.There are 3 primary
imaging modes in AFM-

(1) Contact AFM (< 0.5 nm probe-surface separation)
When cantilever bends are due to sample interaction the force on the tip is repulsive. By maintaining a
constant cantilever deflection (using the feedback loops) the force between the probe and the sample
remains constant and an image of the surface is obtained.
Advantages: fast scanning, good for rough samples, used in friction analysis
Disadvantages: at time forces can damage/deform soft samples (however imaging in liquids often
resolves this issue)

(2) Intermittent contact (0.5-2 nm probe-surface separation)
However, in this mode the cantilever is oscillated at its resonant frequency, Figure 4. The probe lightly
“taps” on the sample surface during scanning, contacting the surface at the bottom of its swing. By
maintaining constant oscillation amplitude a constant tip-sample interaction is maintained and an image
of the surface is obtained.
Advantages: allows high resolution of samples that are easily damaged and/or loosely held to a surface;
good for biological samples

Disadvanttages: more challenging
c
to
o image in liqu
uids, slower sscan speeds nneeded

(3) Non-ccontact AFM (0.1-10 nm prrobe-surface separation)
The probee does not con
ntact the samp
ple surface, but
b oscillates aabove the adssorbed fluid laayer on the suurface
during scaanning. (Note: all samplees unless in a controlled U
UHV or enviironmental chhamber have some
liquid adssorbed on the surface). Using
U
a feed
dback loop too monitor chhanges in thee amplitude ddue to
attractive VdW forces the surface to
opography can
n be measure d.
ges: very low force exerted
d on the samplle (10-12N), eextended probbe lifetime
Advantag
Disadvanttages: generaally lower ressolution; conttaminant layeer on surfacee can interferre with oscilllation;
usually neeed ultra-high
h vacuum (UH
HV) to have best
b imaging.

Fig.
F 7-Plot of force as a function of proobe-sample sseparation

3. Spectroscopy

3.1 UV-Visible spectroscopy
The word ‘spectroscopy’ is used as a collective term for all the analytical techniques based on the
interaction of light and matter. Spectrophotometry is one of the branches of spectroscopy where we
measure the absorption of light by molecules that are in a gas or vapour state or dissolved molecules/ions.
Spectrophotometry investigates the absorption of the different substances between the wavelength limits
190 nm and 780 nm (visible spectroscopy is restricted to the wavelength range of electromagnetic
radiation detectable by the human eye, that is above ~360 nm; ultraviolet spectroscopy is used for shorter
wavelengths). In this wavelength range the absorption of the electromagnetic radiation is caused by the
excitation (i.e. transition to a higher energy level) of the bonding and non-bonding electrons of the ions or
molecules. A graph of absorbance against wavelength gives the sample’s absorption spectrum.

Spectrophotometry is used for both qualitative and quantitative investigations of samples. The wavelength
at the maximum of the absorption band gives information about the structure of the molecule or ion and
the extent of the absorption is proportional with the amount of the species absorbing the light.

Quantitative measurements are based on Beer’s Law which is described as follows:

A=cl

Where; A-absorbance [A = log10 (I0/I), I0 is the incident light’s intensity and I is the light intensity
after it passes through the sample];
e- Molar absorbance or absorption coefficient [in dm3 mol-1 cm-1 units];
c- Concentration (molarity) of the compound in the solution [in moldm-3 units];
l - Path length of light in the sample [in cm units].

The instruments used for spectrophotometry are called photometers and Spectrophotometers. The
difference between them is that we can only make measurements at a particular wavelength with a
photometer, but spectrophotometers can be used for the whole wavelength range. Both types of
instruments have suitable light sources, monochromator (that selects the light with the necessary
wavelength) and a detector. The solution is put into a sample tube (called a “cuvette”). The light intensity

measured by the detecctor is convertted into an ellectric signal and is displaayed as a certtain absorbannce on
the readou
ut (Fig.8)

Fiigure 8- UV/V
Vis spectrop hotometer

3.2

Photolumines
P
scence spectrroscopy

minescence sp
pectroscopy is
i a contactlless, nondesttructive methhod of probiing the electronic
Photolum
structure of
o materials. Light
L
is direccted onto a sam
mple, where iit is absorbedd and imparts excess energgy into
the materrial in a proceess called ph
hoto-excitation
n. One way tthis excess eenergy can bee dissipated bby the
sample iss through th
he emission of light, orr luminescennce. In the case of phooto-excitationn, this
luminesceence is called
d photolumineescence. The intensity andd spectral conntent of this pphotoluminesscence
is a directt measure of various
v
imporrtant material properties.
Photo-exccitation causees electrons within
w
the matterial to movee into permisssible excited states. When these
electrons return to theiir equilibrium
m states, the ex
xcess energy is released aand may incluude the emissiion of
r
pro
ocess) or maay not (a no
onradiative pprocess). Thee energy of the emitted light
light (a radiative
(photolum
minescence) reelates to the difference
d
in energy levelss between thee two electronn states involvved in
the transittion between the excited sttate and the equilibrium
e
sttate (Fig.9). T
The quantity oof the emittedd light
is related to the relativ
ve contributio
on of the rad
diative processs. Photolumiinescence is used for bannd gap
determinaation particulaarly in case off semiconducctors.

Figure 9- Photolumine
P
escence

The lightt from an ex
xcitation sou
urce passes through a ffilter or monnochromatorr, and strikees the
sample. A proportion
n of the incid
dent light is absorbed byy the samplee, and some of the moleecules
in the sam
mple fluoressce. The fluo
orescent lightt is emitted iin all directiions. Some oof this fluoreescent
light passses through
h a second filter
f
or monochromato r and reachhes a detectoor (photosennsor),
which is usually placced at 90° to
o the inciden
nt light beam
m to minimiize the risk of transmittted or
reflected incident lig
ght reaching
g the detecto
or.Various llight sourcess may be used as excittation
sources; including lasers,
l
photo
odiodes, and
d lamps; xeenon arcs aand mercuryy-vapor lampps in
particularr.Filters and
d/or monocchromators may
m
be us ed in fluorrimeters. A monochrom
mator
transmitss light of an adjustable wavelength
w
with
w an adjuustable toleraance. The moost commonn type
of monocchromator uttilizes a difffraction gratiing, that is, ccollimated liight illuminaates a gratingg and
exits witth a differen
nt angle dep
pending on the waveleength. The m
monochromaator can theen be
adjusted to select wh
hich wavelen
ngths to tran
nsmit. As meentioned beffore, the fluoorescence is most
often meeasured at a 90° angle relative to th
he excitationn light. This geometry is used instead of
placing th
he sensor at the line of the
t excitatio
on light at a 180° angle iin order to aavoid interferrence
of the traansmitted exccitation lightt. The detecttor can eitheer be single-cchanneled orr multichannneled.
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